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Background:

The General Specification has been updated to clarify the brand owner’s responsibility for managing the non-duplication of
batch/lot and serial numbers in section 3.4.1 AI (10) and section 3.5.2 AI( 21).

GS1 General Specification Change:
The recommended changes are highlighted below, relative to GS1 General Specifications version 19.1
Disclaimer
GS1®, under its IP Policy, seeks to avoid uncertainty regarding intellectual property claims by requiring the participants in
the Work Group that developed this General Specifications Change Notification to agree to grant to GS1 members a
royalty-free licence or a RAND licence to Necessary Claims, as that term is defined in the GS1 IP Policy. Furthermore,
attention is drawn to the possibility that an implementation of one or more features of this Specification may be the subject
of a patent or other intellectual property right that does not involve a Necessary Claim. Any such patent or other intellectual
property right is not subject to the licencing obligations of GS1. Moreover, the agreement to grant licences provided under
the GS1 IP Policy does not include IP rights and any claims of third parties who were not participants in the Work Group.
Accordingly, GS1 recommends that any organization developing an implementation designed to be in conformance with this
Specification should determine whether there are any patents that may encompass a specific implementation that the
organisation is developing in compliance with the Specification and whether a licence under a patent or other intellectual
property right is needed. Such a determination of a need for licencing should be made in view of the details of the specific
system designed by the organisation in consultation with their own patent counsel.
THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITH NO WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGMENT, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OTHER WISE ARISING
OUT OF THIS SPECIFICATION. GS1 disclaims all liability for any damages arising from use or misuse of this Standard,
whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory damages, and including liability for infringement of any
intellectual property rights, relating to use of information in or reliance upon this document.
GS1 retains the right to make changes to this document at any time, without notice. GS1 makes no warranty for the use of
this document and assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in the document, nor does it make a
commitment to update the information contained herein.

GSCN

3.4.1 Batch or lot number: AI (10)
The GS1 Application Identifier (10) indicates that the GS1 Application Identifier data field contains a
batch or lot number. The batch or lot number associates an item with information the manufacturer
considers relevant for traceability of the trade item to which the element string is applied. The data may
refer to the trade item itself or to items contained. The number may be, for example, a production lot
number, a shift number, a machine number, a time, or an internal production code. In cases where the
same product is manufactured in different locations the brand owner and the manufacturer are
responsible for ensuring the non-duplication of batch/lot numbers for a GTIN. For the re-use of batch/lot
numbers with a GTIN, sector-specific constraints need to be considered.
The data is alphanumeric and may include all characters contained in figure 7.11-1.
Note: The batch or lot number is not part of the unique identification of a trade item.
Figure 0-1. Format of the element string
GS1
Application
Identifier

Batch or lot number

1 0

X1───────────› variable length ───────────›X20

The data transmitted by the barcode reader means that the element string denoting a batch or lot
number has been captured. As this element string is an attribute of a particular item, it must be
processed together with the GTIN of the trade item to which it relates (see section 4.14.2). When
indicating this element string in the non-HRI text section of a barcode label, the following data title
SHOULD be used: BATCH/LOT

3.5.2 Serial number: AI (21)
The GS1 Application Identifier (21) indicates that the GS1 Application Identifier data field contains a
serial number. A serial number is assigned to an entity for its lifetime. When combined with a GTIN,
a serial number uniquely identifies an individual item. The serial number field is alphanumeric and
may include all characters contained in figure 7.11.-1. The brand owner and the manufacturer are
responsible for ensuring the non-duplication of determines the serial numbers for a GTIN. For the
re-use of serial numbers with a GTIN, sector-specific constraints need to be considered.
The serial number field is alphanumeric and may include all characters contained in figure 7.11.-1.
Figure 0-1. Format of the element string
GS1 Application
Identifier

Serial number

2 1

X1 ───────────── variable length─────────────› X20

The data transmitted from the barcode reader means that the element string denoting a serial
number has been captured. As this element string is an attribute of a trade item, it must be
processed together with the GTIN of the trade item to which it relates (see section 4.14 Data
relationships).
When indicating this element string in the non-HRI text section of a barcode label, the following data
title SHOULD be used: SERIAL
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